4 JAN 83  11:30 am System restarted after Christmas shutdown. Seems to be noisy fan somewhere.

3 JAN 83  8 am. System shut down to locate noisy fan. Front bottom CPU fan replaced. Aux cabinet fan removed for bearing replacement & relocation. System restarted 9:35 am.

5 JAN 83  New system built on drive #517227.

6 JAN 83  8:10 am System shut down to re-initialize overheaded aux cabinet fan.
10 JAN 83  7:40 am Power fail restart.

14 Jan 83  Trying out the system 15-20 hrs. JK.
System halted & Rebooted.

1 Feb 83  System not working 14:30 hrs JK.
System rebooted.

16 Feb 83  System down. Rebooted 0817.
16 Feb 83  System halted to retake WD11. Rebooted 0947.
WBM Telemetry OK 14:56.

17 Feb 83  0830 CACHE HUNGRY.
SPOOL/START OK.
SPOOL/START OK.
18-FEB-83  13:30 Crashed System by running STAR.SAV

21-FEB-83  9:20 - WB11 Reconfigured to Vekin 380

22-FEB-83  12:35 Crashed by playing with K9: Handler unkill LP: Loaded

22-FEB-83  15:50 - Coach whom touched board - chaser belt toS992? NON-F-SYSTEM 1:30C

24-FEB-83  Crashed (System halted) Playing with K9: Handler 10:02

2-MAR-83  Crashed while testing E15 emulator 9:55

4-MAR-83  Close for 5 min to fix cut door later 12:00

10-MAR-83  8:24 Fault Light on K862 - cleared itself when used. shooting was at base if machine

15-MAR-83  7:45 OR 11 emulated. W.B. Light on Power supply mc4 (-13V) a Phaser intermittent

27-MAR-83  9:28 Power leak blacked out on accident

25-MAR-83  1:20 Rebooted

5-APR-83  12:15 Failed when rebooted
8-APR-83  memory board. Rebooted
          Power Fail - Steve formed 
          Inner coil
12-APR-83  Rebooted - Wasn't a crash of the flat
          Inner coil line.
20-APR-83  satellite crash, damn FED
          05 AM, F Tank 6-4 145572

29-APR-83  TURNED VT100 TO SHOW 6.N.
            KEI + POWER CEAQ APPARENTLY
            ARC'D WHILE IN KEI.
            KEI WOULD NOT EXIT
            No ATTEMPT COULD ENABLE KEI
            TO EXIT. . . REBOOTED 11-40.

3-MAY-83    New system built on deck #337046
            Doesn't work. (NO TIM$IT)
            New DLA installed

4-MAY-83    New DLA #1 doesn't recover
            E88 (8881) replaced

5-MAY-83    11/40 05 19My 08:00 MACRO complete.
            New system built on deck #337046
            with TIM$IT attached. Works OK.
5-MAY-83  New System tubing see #5172227
          with header affix "T" for
          Y1 & Y2  SI work.
9-MAY-83  0800 Air condenser frozen up.
          Shut down while defrosting.
          Install Thermowatt MK1.
10-MAY-83   ST was deficientenable.
10-MAY-83    OUTSIDE APPRAIS BOUNDARY
11-MAY-83   0G Hung  PRINT command
12-MAY-83   Sudden rise systernal SPH/BPRA
13-MAY-83   ST wet with condensate - 100%-
               in excess.
               Thermowall installed.
16-MAY-83   Sudden rise in exchent due to
               Air conditioner malfunction
               Thermowatt Testing.
18-MAY-83   0G Hung (SHERR) under ERL/MW
24-MAY-83   ST Hung in 0C.
1-JUN-83    I installed System 67 fidelity wet
             CP: handler
7-JUN-83    0715 Power failure.
23-JUN-83 – I succeed 40 – XT 15 with debugging

27-JUN-83 1100-1300 down to reorganize room
30-JUN-83 1045 system crash while copy/ovv to a bad floppy

17-JUL-83 DIABLO hung
18-JUL-83 KED hung. Error recovery procedure did not work
impossible to boot from terminal.

19-JUL-83 51 stuck in CL.
21-JUL-83

28-JUL-83 1300 – cable blowndown - scheduled.
4-AUG-83 1230 – done stuffed monitor with

DITTO

9-AUG-83 System down to install LA 100

24-AUG-83 Testing V3

80-AUG-83 11/40 hung

5-SEP-83 1405 System killed system

7-SEP-83 10:45 – 11:40 hung

13-SEP-83 Installed, debugged, X0 buddies
5 would reduce the number of

System crashed.

29-SEP-83

System crash while COPY/DIVIDE on foreign char. BAD FLOPPY

24 OCT 83

7:30 PM

11:53 PM

1. Replaced power load in

861 DC power controller

2. Replaced 2 fans on low section

of 861 DC power 1 and 2

starting from the front.

3. Replaced caravella fan in

cooler 1, in main memory.

cooler:

7-DEC-83

11:40 PM Down to modify selection

circuit

13 DEC 83

16:24

14-DEC-83

Rebooted OK

08:00:00

22-DEC-83

Replace Induction Light in

Power supply #4

23-DEC-83 12:00 Computer Shutdown
3 JAN 84 15:45 Start up after 2 mos shutdown. Power supply shut E crowbarred several times before running successfully.

9 JAN 84 10:05 restart after replacing cooling fan in side near of disc cabinet.

19 JAN 84 8:38 restart after presumed power failure

24 JAN 84 9:15 - courier playing with spool

26 JAN 84 - bomb to cabinet

6 FEB 84 - V5 RT17 installed on disk # 337046

7 FEB 84 - Reassigned OTH LH Adresse

9 FEB 84 - PROF CRASHED 90

Ditto
15-3-84 Found crashed 
No apparent reason

10-4-84 8:55 11/40 crashed - no apparent reason.

1-5-84 New system built on #517227

11-5-84 Attempt to install STAR-71 on VS very successful, used #517227 in main system on it. 
Transient problem with O.S/I: cleaned out wrapped drives.

14-5-84 11/40 crashed in TISE 
Strange transmission of file before main (40-7 Dec)

13-5-84 STAR-71 VS successfully installed

12-6-84 Testing KW71 reads

15-6-84 "" ""

15-6-84 CP/DEVS with electron staffing

20-6-84 Underload system halt.
9-7-84 New system built on # 557046
13-7-84 created with fault error
31-7-84 shut down the main computer
10-8-84 7:30 power fail
12-8-84 4:45 pm 40 + 23 found crashed
14-8-84 New system built on # 517227
30-8-84 11:40. crashed when TEST

30-8-84 R. PARRET FORTRAN

30-8-84 compilation error caused

23 & 40. 40 crashed.

30-8-84 Ditto: But only 40 crashed

4-9-84 trying MULTI-V-11
7-9-84 40 crashed twice - fault in program
13-9-84 V.S.1 System built on # 557046
17-9-84 V.S.18 " " " # 517227
17-9-84 System Halt
19-9-84 testing SD hang
21-9-84 (Run 8TEST) crashed again

23-9-84 System Halt 8DIR
3-9-84 Bad crashed system
2-Oct-84
Ticking fault in BRIAN's program.

8-Oct-84
4.25 fs crystals fell to 11/4.0
Concrete 0 and 9800
SPOOL ER crash.

13-Oct-84
SPOOLER CRASH

18-Oct-84
SYSTEM CRASHED - reason unknown.

26-Oct-84
SYSTEM CRASH - reason unknown.

31-Oct-84
SYSTEM CRASH - SPOOL

7-Nov-84
STEVE TRIED TO RUN
FORTRAN FILE

8-Nov-84
SPEAK GIVES US PROGRAM THAT CRASHES WHENEVER !

9-Nov-84
Power Fail

13-Nov-84
3 L or 2 SPool Crashed
18-Nov-84
TRIED TO EDER SPOOL + CRASHED OVER

21-Nov-84
Data contradicting system.

22-Nov-84
Unexplained crash of Multi-P77

29-Nov-84
Data: KILLED system.

6-Dec-84
SHUT DOWN FOR ANNUAL ROOM CLEAN

12-Dec-84
ADAP CRASHING SYSTEM
8-Jan-85  - crashed with 20: hard drive
20-Jan-85  - rebooted (Richard Parmeitt)
29-Jan-85  - system down - cause unknown
30-Jan-85  - power fail
30-Jan-85  - power fail 4:15pm
14-Feb-85   - 11/40 Act line charged
              - 14800 baud to
              - intercom message
11/27

21/Feb-85   - program crash
25-Feb-85   - debugged by TRANSM
21-Mar-85   - crashed with another
27-Mar-85   - power outage
28-Mar-85
29-Mar-85
5-Apr-85    - 11/40 Act set to 2400
10-APR-85  VS1C system built in
          #SS2848
14-APR-85  - System found crashed - rebooted
10-APR-85  - System crashed
17-APR-85  ??
18-APR-85  - Power fail
1-MAY-85   - Air conditioner failure
05-MAY-85  - Crashed - probably over heat.
16-MAY-85  - Crash - Unknown
10-MAY-85  Rebooted

Blackout ~ 8:45 pm
28-MAY-85  11/40 April 2 9600
29-MAY-85  11/40 Console RS232 CSs fitted
05-JUN-85  11/40 Crashed while working on it.
20-JUN-83  11/40 Console RS232 CSs finished
01-JULY-85 - Blackout - Sat 11:30 am
02-JUL-85   HEAP crashed system testing

04-AUG-85  - Found crashed
05-AUG-85  - Crashed from program error!
5/AUG      - Dotto
3/AUG      - And again! And again!
13-AUG-85  SL/ON with system job.
            - Crashed.
21-AUG-85  - Heart failure
29-AUG-85  - " " with FRT,E&V
30-AUG-85  - FIRST FULL MP-11 System
            built on 45572227
            System Halt while Initializing Old
3-SEP-85   Heart Cramping lasted 00:5
            Handler
19-SEP-85   11/40 Burg - Breaks
1-OCT-85   11/40 Crashed while EST 15 &
            Despooling.
19-OCT-85  11/40 Found crashed - 'Power Failure' ...
19-NOV-85  - System hung on reboot
3-DEC-85   - Air conditioner freeze-up
4-DEC-85   - New System built on 45574846
9-DEC-85   Power fail?
16-DEC-85  Power fail?
2-FEB-86   Power fail?
3-FEB-86   Heart Crashed it.
10-FEB-86  2/29 Filter Clean
            Head Clean
            Ready lamp replaced
            Filter clean problem with
            pack #557446 after head clean.
            Bad block appeared at 719.
            Replaced and system rebuilt -
            seems OK now.

10-FEB-86  Trying to find files for Malcolm.
            'MCtalk' system hung.

19-FEB-86  RTTI US.2 installed on
            #
            Also RTTI Updated

23-FEB-86  O.G.H. crashed it

26-FEB-86  Power Fail

28-FEB-86  O.G.H. crashed it

3 MAR 86   RAMS crashed it
20-Mar-86  Power Fail

9-Apr-86  Crashed - cause unknown

10-Apr-86  13550.6

11-Apr-86  10:46 - 11:40 14:03

12-Apr-86  B4H looking at hardware

20-Apr-86  found dead - resorted

21-Apr-86  Cl4sHeming R461 head - seems to be in strange app/swap loop

21-Apr-86  IRP crashed at

22-Apr-86  latched again

28 Apr 86  System rebooted 6:45 am.

Appears faults due to air conditioner problems - over-temp relay tripping
21-MAY-86  OK and loaded it
26-MAY-86  11/23  Problem
23-JUN-86   SIM managed to make it hang.
30-JUN-86   Power Fail
24-JUL-86   Building discs for EMU
23-JUL-86   Head crashed it with PERMIT
20-JUL-86   Power outage?
11-AUG-86   Drive crashed it
20-AUG-86   New system build on disk #557048
             Includes TX
26-AUG-86   DSH dropped it while rebooting
2-SEP-86    File crashed — cause unknown
8-SEP-86    Power fail Halt R
9-SEP-86    Air conditioner problems
10-SEP-86   
11-SEP-86   
12-SEP-86   
17-SEP-86   11/40 8 11/23 Velsen Reorganized
             (OR11-2, DRV11, AXV11-0)
24-SEP-86  RT:11 S+3 Built on #517227
23-SEP-86  Finally sorted out S+3 Problems
26 - Sept 86  Power Failure - Whole town's
28-SEP-86  RT:11 V5.3 Rebuild on #517227
            Complete with updates E86 to updated
            products
3-SEP-86   Problems with corruption to hard
            disc during test experimental. Rebuilt
            disc #517227

3-OCT-86   Build p/p. MPPI to EM Unit
            P/S. Problems (Transients) etc.
7-OCT-86   11/45 Down
9-OCT-86   Crystal borrowed from LP: board
            temporarily set back to 2400 baud
20-OCT-86  #5 Power Supply shut down
21-OCT-86  Air Conditioning problems
23-OCT-86  11/23 Problems finally solved -
            RT:11 V5.3 was not sorting out
            parity at boot time - made
            WD006T do it instead - beware
            if 06006T - not done.
31-OCT-86  00T BY: Coded it
6 - NOV - 86  Power Fail
11 - NOV - 86  
18 - NOV - 86  Thunderstorm
19 - NOV - 86  SHUTDOWN
19 - NOV - 86  BLOWN EIA DRIVER CHIP ON DL-11
10 - DEC - 86  ASSstD THUNDERSTORMS
12 - 1 - 87  UP AGAIN AFTER CHRISTMAS
21 - 1 - 87  HTop shutoff it ?
21 - 1 - 87  AS power supply shut down
27 - 1 - 87  Power outage
28 - 1 - 87  
29 - 1 - 87  Power supply problems #4 & #5
9 - 2 - 87  XL caused crash
12 - FEB - 87  1/24 Compile linux (kern140)
26 / 2 / 87  Turned off due to storms (Chris). 25/2/87
10/3 / 87  Power Fail
11 / 3 / 87  
13 / 3 / 87  Turned off due to storms (Chris) 12/3/87
1 / 4 / 87  Bad floppy caused crash
2 / 4 / 87  RT11 V5.4 installed on #5570476
6 / 4 / 87  RT11 Update H applied
6 - APR - 87  Some disasters with DB6-11
7 - 8 - APR - 87 New air conditioner, installed
13 - APR - 87 Replaced, cause unknown
8 - MAY - 87 RT11 V5.4A. installed on # 517-22.7
F4 V2.8 also installed

25 - MAY - 87 Overflow memory
16 - JUL - 87 XL Crashed 14
21 - SEP - 87 Installing RT-11 WNV in 11/42
7 - SEP - 87 Installed buffer memory in End 11/42
Cabinet

29 - SEP - 87 841-1 & UCF
1 - OCT - 87 Repair 11/40 #2 Fains
2 - OCT - 87 11/40 #2021 still again
1 - OCT - 87 RT11 V5.4B Button # 557046
8 - OCT - 87
9 - OCT - 87 XL problems
12 - OCT - 87
13 - OCT - 87 Power Fail
16 - OCT - 87

25 - OCT - 87 Unknown #1846
21 - OCT - 87 FAST BAN Nighthive (well)
28 - NOV - 87 SL about FG 505

23 - NOV - 87 Power Fail.
21-12-87 Power Fail
25-12-87 Replaced IC, E73 on processor board m7231
29-1-88 Flappy drive: 0 (board 729100a)
              Flappy drive removed for service
28-1-88
1-2-88 Power Fail
11-2-88 New 11/40 configured
8-3-88 Maintenance (Oil 3 Boxer fans)
16-3-88 11/40 and floppy DVF crash
1-3-88 Extra 32K-6 memory added
22-3-88 RT11 VS.4C built in 4.5.7227
25-3-88 11/40 memory (Kernel?)
6-4-88 Testing MT:
8-5-88 System re-booted 10.45 AM
19-3-89 500K engineered crash from NERMIT
29-3-88 VCP writing handlers
6-6-88 512K memory installed
8-6-88 Memory installation
31-7-88 1300 hrs system responded
to all keystrokes with @?
23/9/88 Reboot after I typed OUT BF's.
27/9/88 Electrical storm.
29/9/88 Auto shut down (Air Conditioner).
10/10/88 Shut down (Air Conditioner).
12/10/88 Power outage.
1/11/88 Power Failure.
10/11/88 Machine hung.
22/11/88 Down - power fail?
29/11/88 System hung.
24/12/88 Christmas shut down.
3/1/89 Power supply failure.
17/2/89 11/40 hung.
28/2/89 11/40 Crash while updating MapTopo.
29/3/89 Memory board upgrade.
30/3/89 Price hung it!
14/89 Down fail?
6/6/89 11/40 Reboot - tried to use floppy etc. Megakey.
6/6/89 11/40 Reboot - tried to use floppy etc. Megakey.
6/6/89 11/40 Down - Power Fail.
14/6/89 TAPE DRIVE INTERLOCK SENSOR FAILED
13/7/89 R511 VS 46 installed on # 557046
19/7/89 WERMBIT HANDY
16/10/89 Thunder storm shutdown
27/10/89 DSN crashed
20/11/89
5/12/89 POST STORMS
1/12/89
8/1/90 11/407:30 Storm previous evening
16/1/90 REBOOT (Storms) JW
29/1/90
30/1/90
1/2/90 Over open too long, A4-1
2/2/90 RTU VS-5 Buriton # 517227
5/2/90 040 did it
7/2/90 Bus Repeaters Commissioned & System Re-organized
9/2/90 Storms
12/2/90
23/2/90 Server moved to 11/34
25/2/90 Air Cond Problem
16/3/90 Working on Comm Links
21/3/90 REC Failure on 11/40
3-4-90 Swap Dell board on Link.
12/4/90 Down
29/5/90 Down - Reason unknown
26/6/90 11/40 crash XMP R1.
3/6/90 Power Surge
7/6/90 Crashed?
10/6/90 RTU 5.5 #11/14 on # 551046
26/9/90 Power failure from Storm which caused the disk drive belt to drop on the 11/40
25/9/90 Reboot 11/34.
30/10/90 11/40 used for MT - 11/34 Clasby
30/10/90 11/40 Contactor Replaced
3/11/90 Storms
29/11/90 Storms (Full Shut Down)
30/11/90 Reboot 11/40.
30/11/90 Reboot 11/34.
30/11/90 Reboot 11/23.
12/12/90 Air conditioning Failure
12/12/90 Overtemp controller Installed
1/1/91 Power outage
1/1/91 Power supply problem?
1/2/91 Power supply fan replaced
2/2/91
7-3-91  11/40 Overtemp tripped
17/4/91  11/40 Crash
24/6/91  Storms
22/7/91  REBOOT, M. Morris
10/10/91  Power Fail
18/11/91  11/40 Down
23/11/91  11/23 Hard Disk Problems - not modified
26/11/91  Power Fail
8/12/91   Overtemp tripped
18/12/91  11/40 Down due to power failure
22/11/91  11/40 Down (Storms)
22/11/91  11/34 Reboot (Storms)
28/11/91  Overtemp
9/12/91   Storms
2/1/92    Christmas Shutdown
30/4/92   Power outage
17/5/92   Reboot
22/1/93   Power Fail
30/7/93   Unexplained Crash
2/8/93    Window F crashed 7
2/9/93    Reboot 11/40
8/1/93    Power Fail
7-3-91    AC - Power
12/2/94  check in after A/C failure
17/5/94  replace power supply fan (RESTART 11/94)
n.b. still noisy top fan on tape backup unit.
19/10/94  press fast!